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Corollary. If S is a finite groupoid which satisfies (1), (2) and (3),

then S is an M-groupoid.
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THE INDEX PROBLEM FOR INFINITE
SYMMETRIC GROUPS
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Let M be an infinite set with cardinal X, S(X, Y) = \cr: a is a per-

mutation on M such that | spt a\ < Y], where spt <r= \mE M : <j(m)

7im\. If X is a cardinal, denote its successor by X*. Onofri [2 ] proved

that S(d, d*) has no proper subgroups of finite index and S(d, d) has

precisely one, the alternating group A(d). These results have been

extended by Higman [l] and Scott [3]. Higman has shown that

S(X, d) has only one proper subgroup of index less than X, the

alternating group A(X), and A(X) has no proper subgroups of index

less than X. If Z is a cardinal such that ZZ<X, Scott proved that

S(X, Y) lor Y>d has no subgroups of index less than or equal Z.

In this paper, the following generalization of these results is proven.

Theorem. If d< Y^X*, S(X, Y) has no proper subgroups of index

less than X.

Lemma 1. If d^Z<Y, [S(X, Y): H] <X, then H contains an ele-

ment a such that | spt a\ =Z and | M\spt <r| = X.

Proof. HC\S(X, Z*) has index less than X in S(X, Z*) lor any

Z<Y. Since the index of S(X, Z) in S(X, Z*) is greater than or equal

X, there is a E H such that | spt cr| =Z. If Z<X, then | M\spt<r| =X.

If Z — X, there are disjoint sets Mi and M2 such that M=MiWM2

and | Mi| =|M2| =X. Let G= {<r: spt aCMij. Then 22716? has index

less than X in G, hence there is aEHC\G such that | spt cr\ =X and

since spt <rCMi, | M\spt <r\ =X.
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Lemma 2. Let S be a family of conjugate elements of S(X, X*) with

disjoint supports and | S| =X. If H isa subgroup of S(X, Y) with index

less than X and H contains one element of 2, then ~ZEH-

Proof. Let G0= [a: crS(r_1 = S} and Ho = HC\Go- There is a homo-

morphism <p from G0 onto the group 5 of all permutations on 2 such

that for each tEG0 and aE2, (¡>(t) maps a onto tot-1. The image of

Ho under <p has index less than X in S. If S' denotes the subgroup of S

of permutations with finite support, then <p(H0)r\S' has index less

than X in S', hence is transitive on 2. Thus if one member <r of 2

belongs to H, then all members of 2 are conjugate to <r by members

of Ho. hence 2 EH.

Lemma 3. // <¡EH, | M\spt a\ =X and H is a subgroup of S(X, Y)
with index less than X, then H contains all conjugates of a.

Proof. Suppose t is a conjugate of <r such that spt o-Ospt t = 0

and | M\spt cr\spt t| = X. Then by Lemma 2, rEH. If p is any con-

jugate of cr, then p may be joined to a by a chain of at most four ele-

ments such that consecutive elements satisfy the condition on t and

o- in the first statement of this paragraph. Thus pEH.

Now suppose if is a subgroup of S(X, Y) with index less than X,

d< Y^X*. For each cardinal Z, d^Z< Y, by Lemmas 1 and 3, H

contains the conjugacy class of an element <r with |spt a\=Z. Thus

H contains S(X, Z*) for any Z<Y. Hence H contains S(X, Y).
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